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1 Introduction 

This report summarises the findings of audience research into perceptions of how 

BBC Radio 2 has performed against the BBC’s public purposes that fall within its 

remit. The research was conducted in May/June 2009. 

1.1 Objectives 

In the context of the BBC Radio 2 Service review, the aims of the research were 

to get feedback from listeners on how BBC Radio 2 has performed in the delivery 

of the BBC’s purposes. Delivering a schedule that meets the purposes outlined in 

its Service Licence is an important part of achieving the Service Licence 

requirements. It was also important to understand performance ratings in the 

context of how important people felt the various BBC Radio 2 priorities were.  

Specific objectives of the research were to: 

• Gauge Radio 2 listeners’ views on the BBC purposes and priorities against 

which Radio 2 is measured  

• Identify what is important for BBC Radio 2 listeners 

• Measure how well BBC Radio 2 currently performs 

• Understand “performance gaps” (as outlined in section 1.3) in order to 

identify areas that BBC Radio 2 should focus on improving 

• Identify whether listeners feel the station is distinctive, and if so, why 

• Gauge BBC Radio 2’s performance against non-BBC commercial stations 

1.2 Methodology 

The research was conducted by BMRB Media using a similar mixed-methodology 

approach as for the BBC Trust's overall Purpose Remit Study. One fifth of the 

interviews were conducted face-to-face in people’s homes and four fifths were 

conducted online amongst members of Lightspeed Research’s online panel in the 

UK. This had the advantage of being cost-effective and also offered people, who 

may not have had time to take part at a fixed time with an interviewer, the 

opportunity to participate in their own time through an online route. 

Other important information about the research: 

• 1,304 UK adults aged 15+ interviewed (one fifth online, four fifths in-

home) between 22nd May 2009 and 18th June 2009 

• Anybody who had listened to BBC Radio 2 at all in the last 4 weeks was 

eligible to take part 

• The number of interviews in England was reduced to allow more 

interviews to be conducted in Wales, Northern Ireland and Scotland than 
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we would achieve from a nationally representative sample of 1,304. This 

was to allow analysis within each nation of the UK.  

• The size of each nation was weighted so that they were represented in 

their true sizes within the overall UK results. 

• Detailed questionnaire (c.30 minutes) covering demographics for 

profiling, media consumption, weight of Radio 2 usage, opinions on Radio 

2 and the key section on rating Radio 2’s priorities in terms of 

performance and importance. 

• Results weighted by demographics, and internet use to ensure they 

were representative of UK Radio 2 listeners as a whole. Quotas were set 

within each UK nation to ensure comparability between nations. 

• Minority ethnic groups represent a below average share of Radio 2 

listeners. The scale of boost that would have been necessary to permit 

analysis within this group of Radio 2 listeners was cost prohibitive. 

1.3 Explanation of performance gaps 

The term ‘performance gap’ is used throughout this report. This is calculated as 

explained below.  

Respondents to the survey were asked to rate Radio 2’s performance on each of 

the priorities within the BBC’s purposes. The performance score is the 

percentage of listeners that agreed with a performance statement for a particular 

priority (giving a score of 5-7 out of 7 as per the scale below). 

Completely disagree   1   

Disagree strongly   2   

Disagree slightly   3   

Neither agree nor disagree  4   

Agree slightly   5   

Agree strongly   6   

Completely agree   7 

We then asked how important it was, for listeners personally, for Radio 2 to fulfil 

each priority. The importance score is the percentage of listeners that felt a 

statement was important to some extent (giving a score of 5-7 out of 7 as per 

the scale below). 

Extremely unimportant   1   

Very unimportant    2   

Quite unimportant    3   

Neither important nor unimportant  4   

Quite important    5   
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Very important    6   

Vital      7 

The performance gap is the difference between the performance and 

importance scores for each statement. Take “Radio 2 provides a wide range of 

music” as an example. The performance score was 86% and the importance score 

was 79%. Subtracting the importance score from the performance score gives a 

positive performance gap of +7. A negative number means that the performance 

score given was lower than the importance score.  
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2 Summary of key findings 

Listeners’ relationships with BBC Radio 2 are positive with 64% of UK adults 

approving highly of Radio 21 and 80% likely to miss Radio 2 if it wasn’t there. 

Radio 2 has a very strong performance on the music related Creativity priorities 

and news related Citizenship priorities with Radio 2 gaining high performance 

scores. 

Nations, regions and communities priorities received among the lowest 

performance scores but the importance of Radio 2 delivering these priorities was 

also perceived to be lower.  

Radio 2 received no negative performance gaps from its listeners across the UK 

population, as a whole. Listeners felt their needs were being met by the current 

service. 

Listeners in Northern Ireland were significantly less positive with only 38% 

approving highly of Radio 2. Listeners in Northern Ireland perceived Radio 2’s 

performance for delivering the Nations, regions and communities and Citizenship 

purposes to be poorer than listeners in the rest of the UK. 

Radio 2 is felt to be distinctive as a station with 80% of listeners naming at least 

one and 56% naming at least two Radio 2 programmes that would not be easily 

replaced by content on another station. Only 9% of listeners felt that all 

programmes could be replaced by another radio station. Listeners feel Radio 2’s 

distinctiveness is driven by its wide appeal and diversity of music and 

programming.  

The appeal of the diverse content offered by Radio 2 comes through strongly from 

the research. In the audience’s view, BBC Radio 2 is meeting its obligations to 

deliver the BBC’s purposes within its remit. 

Radio 2 listeners who also listen to commercial stations are more likely to say 

that Radio 2 meets all priorities than commercial stations (amongst listeners of 

commercial stations and Radio 2).  

 

                                          

1 This means giving a score of 8 - 10 out of 10 in response to the question “Thinking about Radio 2 

generally, what is your overall impression on a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 means extremely 

unfavourable and 10 means extremely favourable?” 
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Table 1: Radio 2 and nearest commercial station performance on Radio 

2’s purposes and priorities 

Priority 
Radio 2 

Nearest commercial 

station 

Providing a wide range of music 86% 57% 

Providing enjoyable and entertaining 
comedy 67% 30% 

Introducing you to music that is new to 
you 61% 41% 

Introducing you to new UK singers/ 
songwriters, bands, comedians and 
presenters 

62% 40% 

Keeping you up to date with arts and 
entertainment (e.g. contemporary music, 
theatre, writing and film) 53% 42% 

Making you want to find out more about 
artists including buying songs/ albums 
and going to live shows 

54% 42% 

Providing you with the opportunity to 
share the same experiences with other 
people (like major events, live events and 
popular programmes) 

56% 31% 

Portraying different cultures, communities 
and places around the UK 44% 16% 

Reflecting a range of religious and other 
beliefs 34% 12% 

Helping you learn new things while 
enjoying programmes 67% 20% 

Helping you learn new things about music 
and artists while enjoying content 63% 36% 

Helping you understand what’s going on 
in the wider world, such as international 
news and events 

71% 23% 

Helping you understand and appreciate 
music from around the world 53% 30% 

Providing you with impartial news 74% 28% 

Giving you a better understanding of 
news and topical issues 74% 29% 

Providing coverage of news and topical 
issues has got you talking about them 74% 20% 

Helping you make the most of new 
technologies such as DAB radio, the 
internet, iPlayer, email and interactive TV 
(red button) 

41% 21% 

Nearest competitor with sample size over 100 Base: All UK Radio 2 listeners aged 15+ (1304), Smooth (121), Magic 
(117), Heart (159) Real Radio (119) 
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3 Overall Radio 2 performance measures 

3.1 Three-in-five listeners are ‘high approvers’ of Radio 2 

The group most positive about BBC Radio 2 (‘high approvers’ who give an overall 

approval score of 8 to 10 on a 10 point scale) represents 64% of all adult 

listeners of Radio 2 in the UK. Only 6% of this group are considered low 

approvers of Radio 2 (giving a score of 1 - 4 out of 10).  

The BBC Trust's Purpose Remit Study tracks BBC performance as a whole among 

UK licence fee payers. Approval of Radio 2 among its listeners is higher than that 

of the BBC. In the 2009 Purpose Remit Study, 42% of UK licence fee payers were 

high approvers of the BBC. The larger share of high approvers for Radio 2 

indicates a close relationship between the station and its listeners. 

However, approval of Radio 2 did differ across audience groups with some groups 

being less positive towards Radio 2. 

Favourability increased with usage of the station, with heavy listeners (listening 

to Radio 2 for at least 8 out of every 10 hours listening to the radio) containing 

the most high approvers (89%). Those listening to Radio 2 for 0 to 4 hours out of 

every 10 radio hours had the lowest level of high approvers (49%). Radio 2 

listeners, on average, listen to Radio 2 for 4.5 hours out of every 10 radio hours 

with the largest group (20%) only spending 1 out of every 10 radio hours 

listening to Radio 2. 

Age appears to influence feelings towards Radio 2 with listeners under 35 years 

old less likely to be high approvers (50%) than those aged 35+ (68%). This is to 

be expected as Radio 2’s Service Licence states that its target audience is aged 

35 years and older. However, listeners under 35 years old represent around 20% 

of the Radio 2 audience. They also tend to give higher scores for Radio 2’s 

performance against its priorities than average. 

There is a smaller percentage of high approvers within listeners in Northern 

Ireland than the other UK nations (38%). In the 2009 Purpose Remit Study, 

which covered approval of the BBC as a whole, people in Northern Ireland were 

also less favourable towards the BBC. This is a common theme rather than being 

isolated to Radio 2 performance. As with the BBC in general, Radio 2’s 

performance is seen as poorer in Northern Ireland, by comparison to other UK 

nations, for the Nations, regions and communities and Citizenship purposes. 

Social grade has an influence over feelings towards Radio 2. Listeners in the 

highest social grades (AB) are more positive about Radio 2 (68% giving high 

approval scores) than those in lower social grades. The percentage of high 
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approvers is 62% across the C1, C2 and DE social grades and it does not differ 

between these social grades. 

As you might expect, low approvers of Radio 2 give lower performance scores to 

all of the priorities. They also give lower importance ratings but to a lesser 

extent. This results in some performance gaps for low approvers. 

3.2 Likelihood to miss Radio 2 is high  

The most positive support for Radio 2 comes from the measure of likelihood to 

miss the service if it no longer existed. The percentage of listeners likely to miss 

Radio 2 is 80%. This is a greater percentage than for non-BBC commercial 

stations among their listeners (who also listen to Radio 2). 

Listeners were asked which stations they listened to in the past 4 weeks. There is 

some cross over, but not high levels, between Radio 2 listeners and listeners of 

non-BBC commercial stations. Below are the percentages of Radio 2 listeners who 

also listened to a commercial station: 

Heart   15% 

Smooth 11% 

Magic  10% 

Real Radio 7% 

Absolute 5% 

Century 3% 

Chart 1: Likelihood to miss Radio 2 and non-BBC commercial stations 

Real Radio 

Radio 2 
 

Absolute  

 Smooth 

 Magic 

 

 
Heart 

 

 
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 

 
Base: All UK Radio 2 listeners aged 15+ (1304), Absolute (68), Smooth (121), Magic (117), Century (33), Heart (159) Real Radio (119) 
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Those who listened to commercial stations were also asked their likelihood to 

miss these commercial stations. Listeners of commercial stations were more likely 

to miss Radio 2 than commercial stations. 

Table 2: Likelihood to miss Radio 2 and non-BBC commercial stations 

 Radio 2 Absolute Smooth Magic Century Heart Real 

Radio 

79% Radio 2 

Only 

listeners 

      

Absolute 

listeners 

76% 62%      

Smooth 

listeners 

79%  61%     

Magic 

listeners 

85%   59%    

Century 

listeners 

65%    49%   

Heart 

listeners 

83%     47%  

Real 

Radio 

listeners 

80%      38% 

 

Likelihood to miss Radio 2 is high across all social grades. Similar patterns also 

emerge within age groups with likelihood to miss Radio 2 being high across all 

age groups but peaking with those aged 55 to 64 (86%). Young audiences (15-34 

year olds) are lower, but even though this is not the station's core target, 70% 

are likely to miss Radio 2. 

The size of the group likely to miss Radio 2 is larger than the group giving high 

approval ratings. This suggests that Radio 2 is still valued by UK listeners even if 

they are not entirely satisfied with current performance. Likelihood of listeners to 

miss Radio 2 is comparable with the likelihood to miss the BBC in the 2009 

Purpose Remit Study (83%).  

3.3 Radio 2’s diversity makes it distinctive from other stations 

Only 15% of Radio 2 listeners did not feel or were unable to provide a reason for 

the radio station being distinctive from other stations. The question was posed as 

an open question with the most common responses surrounding “Variety of 

Base: All UK Radio 2 listeners aged 15+ (1304), Absolute (68), Smooth (121), Magic (117), Century (33), Heart 
(159) Real Radio (119) 
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music” (30%) and having “Good DJs/presenters” (16%). There was a long list of 

varied responses supporting the idea that the variety of content on Radio 2 is 

what makes it distinctive. 

"I am up at 5:45am every morning and listen through until 7:45pm. I 

love the fact that Sarah's indignation of injustice makes me emotional 

then Terry drags me out of the doldrums with his hilarious take on the 

world. I listen to Ken Bruce if I have to do the company banking and get 

to drive home with Steve Wright maybe with a touch of Chris Evans. The 

channel is so diverse you cannot possibly be bored. Add the great 

weekend morning line up and you have an unbeatable formula." Female, 

DE, aged 47, Wales 

Four-fifths (80%) of listeners were able to name a Radio 2 show, that they had 

listened to in the past 4 weeks, which could not be easily replaced by content 

from another station. Further to this, only 9% of listeners claimed all Radio 2 

shows they listen to could easily be replaced by content on another radio station.  

Listeners in Northern Ireland (16%) were the most likely to say all Radio 2 shows 

could be replaced by content from other radio stations.  However, there were no 

significant differences between the responses of those who also listen to 

commercial stations (Smooth, Heart, Real Radio, Magic, Century and Absolute) 

and those who do not listen to these stations. Only 8% and 10%, respectively, of 

these groups stated all Radio 2 shows that they listen to could easily be replaced. 

Across the UK as a whole the shows that would be most difficult to replace were 

generally niche shows tailored to more specific audiences. Examples are The 

David Jacobs Collection, Big Band Special and Desmond Carrington with The 

Music Goes Round.  However, 65% of listeners to the "Wake Up with Wogan" 

show, which has the biggest reach, indicated that this show could not be easily 

replaced by other stations. Half (49%) of the audience for Jeremy Vine thought 

that this show could not be easily replaced. 
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4 Radio 2 performance on its purposes and priorities 
4.1 Overall ranking of performance on priorities 

The priorities cover the five BBC purposes that are within Radio 2's remit 

according to its Service Licence. 

Chart 2, on page 12, displays Radio 2’s performance score for each priority in 

the form of a bar. This is the percentage of listeners who agree with the 

performance statement (giving a score of 5-7 out of 7). 

The importance score is the percentage of listeners who feel that a statement is 

important to some extent (giving a score of 5-7 out of 7) but this is not shown 

explicitly on the chart. 

The number to the right of the chart indicates the performance gap. This is the 

difference between the performance and importance scores for each statement. A 

positive number (e.g. +6) means the performance score given is higher than the 

importance score but a negative number (e.g. -9) means that the performance 

score given is lower than the importance score. Statements are ranked on 

performance score.  

A colour code is used throughout this report to identify the six purposes and 

statements designed to measure the priorities within them. 

Public purposes key: 

 

CREATIVITY - Stimulating creativity and cultural excellence 

 

NATIONS & REGIONS - Representing the UK, its nations, regions and 

communities 

 

EDUCATION - Promoting education and learning 

 

GLOBAL - Bringing the UK to the world and the world to the UK 

 

CITIZENSHIP – Sustaining citizenship and civil society 

DIGITAL - Encouraging use of new communications technologies 

The majority of the priority statements were taken from the Purpose Remit 

Survey with the statements being tweaked to be relevant to the station. The 

Service Licence for Radio 2 was reviewed to ensure all of the service’s aims were 

covered in the survey.  
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Where statements in the Purpose Remit Survey could not be tweaked, or there 

was not a relevant statement, existing new statements were created that are 

specific to Radio 2. 

Listeners were also asked which stations (including Radio 2, Heart, Smooth, 

Absolute, Real Radio, Century and Magic) were good at fulfilling each priority. 

Throughout the report comparisons between Radio 2 and commercial stations are 

based on listeners of both Radio 2 and the commercial station quoted.  
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Chart 2: Performance scores and performance gaps 

 Performance Gap 

 

+7

+7

+5
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+8

+9
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+10

+12

+10

0

+4

+5

+8

+2

+7

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Radio 2 provides a wide range of music  

 

 

I trust Radio 2 to provide me with impartial 
news  

 

I have learned new things while enjoying 
programmes on Radio 2 

 

Radio 2 helps me understand what’s going 
on in the wider world, such as international 
news and events 

 Radio 2 gives me a better understanding of 
news and topical issues 

 

 

Radio 2 provides enjoyable and entertaining 
comedy  

 

Radio 2 introduces me to music that is new 
to me  

 

I have learned new things about music and 
artists while enjoying content on Radio 2 

 
Radio 2 introduces me to new UK singers/ 
songwriters, bands, comedians and 
presenters  

 
Radio 2’s coverage of news and topical issues 
has got me talking about them 

 Radio 2 keeps me up to date with arts and 
entertainment 

 

 

Radio 2 provides me with the opportunity to 
share the same experiences with other people 

 
Listening to programmes on Radio 2 makes me 
want to find out more about artists 

 Radio 2 helps me understand and appreciate 
music from around the world  

 Radio 2 is good at portraying different cultures, 
communities and places around the UK 

 

 

Radio 2 reflects a range of religious and other 
beliefs 

 
Radio 2 has helped me make the most of new 
technologies 

 
Base: All UK Radio 2 listeners aged 15+ (1304) 
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The positive performance gaps in the chart above, combined with the overall level 

of performance, suggest there are no key areas for improvement. The chart also 

indicates that unlike overall BBC performance in the 2009 Purpose Remit Study, 

the Creativity priorities are among the top performing priorities for Radio 2. The 

Purpose Remit Study showed that, overall, the BBC's performance within the 

Creativity purpose is relatively weak with wide negative performance gaps. The 

Radio 2 Service Licence outlines Radio 2's aim to focus on contributing towards 

the BBC's Creativity purpose. These results indicate that Radio 2 is fulfilling its 

requirements to deliver the BBC’s purposes in line with its Service Licence. 

4.2 Stimulating creativity and cultural excellence 

Chart 3: Performance and importance scores within the Creativity purpose 
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Base: All UK Radio 2 listeners aged 15+ (1304) 
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Overall, the Creativity purpose is meeting listeners’ expectations as there are no 

performance gaps. 

The chart above plots the performance and importance scores for each priority on 

the same chart. The line accounts for personal importance scores and the bar for 

performance scores. Where the line is above the top of the performance bar there 

is a negative performance gap, i.e. listeners’ needs are not being met by the 

current service. As in this case, when the line is below or level with the bar, 

performance is meeting listeners’ expectations. 

4.2.1 Radio 2 provides a wide range of music 

This priority is Radio 2’s top performing priority with 86% agreement that Radio 2 

is fulfilling this priority. While personal importance is still high (79%), Radio 2’s 

performance is currently surpassing expectations with a positive performance gap 

of +7. 

Performance on this statement is consistently high across all listener groups with 

no negative performance gaps. 

“It provides a wide range of programmes covering most tastes and 

ages.” Female, AB, aged 60, Scotland 

“I think Radio 2 is just brilliant for me personally. It has a great 

selection, from oldies to modern.” Female, DE, aged 63, England 

Of those listening to non-BBC stations, 88% felt that Radio 2 is “good at 

providing a wide range of music” compared with 57% for the closest commercial 

station among its listeners (who also listen to Radio 2). 

 

4.2.2 Radio 2 provides enjoyable and entertaining comedy 

Providing enjoyable and entertaining comedy is the second highest performing 

Creativity priority with 71% agreement. Overall Radio 2 is meeting expectations 

with a performance gap of 0. However, there are variations within the UK nations. 

Listeners in Scotland, Northern Ireland and Wales tend to give lower performance 

scores for this priority but these are not significantly different from listeners in 

England. Personal importance of delivering this priority is fairly even across 

nations resulting in negative performance gaps in all nations except England 

(Scotland -7, Wales -2, Northern Ireland -4). Male listeners, listeners in social 

grade C2DE and listeners aged 15 to 34 and 65+ also report negative 

performance gaps (-3, -2, -4 and -1 respectively).  Comments from listeners 

suggest areas that they feel could be improved: 
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 “Not enough comedy.” Male, C2, aged 51, Scotland 

“The comedy is consistently unfunny - they could learn a thing or two 

from the excellent programmes on Radio 4.” Female, C1, aged 27, Wales 

“There is not enough comedy on Radio 2. There are more entertaining 

DJs and chat on Radio 1.” Male, C1, aged 20, Scotland 

Radio 2 is still ahead of commercial stations on this purpose with only 30% of its 

nearest commercial station’s listeners, who also listen to Radio 2, agreeing that 

the station is good at “providing enjoyable and entertaining comedy”. Radio 2 is 

more than twice as likely to achieve agreement with this statement. Seven-in-ten 

(69%) of those also listening to a commercial station, felt Radio 2 meets this 

priority. 

4.2.3 Radio 2 introduces me to music that is new to me 

Radio 2 performs consistently well on priorities linked to music content, achieving 

a performance score of 70% for introducing listeners to music that is new to 

them. In addition to achieving solid performance scores Radio 2 is also seen to be 

fulfilling listeners’ needs within this area with a positive performance gap of +10. 

There is little variation across listener groups with all audiences being very 

positive towards Radio 2’s delivery of music. Almost all audiences report a 

positive performance gap. There are positive gaps in each of the nations except 

Northern Ireland where there is no gap at all. 

“Radcliffe and Maconie is perfect at introducing me to new and old music 

I don't know.” Female, C1, aged 30, England 

“Because of my age Radio 2 provides me with a fantastic mix of old and 

new that is hard to find on any other radio station....thank you.” Male, C2, 

aged 44, Scotland 

Commercial stations are likely to share similar goals with regards to music 

content. Radio 2 listeners indicate that Radio 2 is better at meeting this purpose 

than commercial stations. Of those who listen to commercial stations 57% agree 

that Radio 2 is good at this priority compared with 38% for listeners of its nearest 

commercial station (who also listen to Radio 2). 

4.2.4 Radio 2 introduces me to new UK singers/ songwriters, bands, 
comedians and presenters 

As a whole, the BBC performs fairly well with introducing audiences to new talent. 

Radio 2 is no exception and also achieves a higher performance score (88%) than 
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the BBC overall in the 2009 Purpose Remit Study (59%). The importance score 

for Radio 2 is 58% resulting in a +10 performance gap.  

Radio 2 performs well for areas surrounding learning about music through the 

station. Introducing music that is new to listeners, and new talent, show two of 

the largest positive performance gaps. The only statement surpassing this is “I 

have learned new things about music while enjoying content on Radio 2” with a 

performance gap of +12.  

“Bob Harris is the best for new artists, classic oldies country.” Male, C2, 

aged 36, Wales 

“I think they are quite brave by putting some different artists on, it's 

nice that people listen to more unusual music by accident.” Female, DE, 

aged 37, England 

Four-in-ten (40%) listeners to Radio 2’s closest commercial station feel that the 

station is good at this priority, but Radio 2 listeners still agree that Radio 2 is 

better at meeting this need with 58% of those who also listen to a commercial 

station agreeing that Radio 2 is good at introducing them to new UK talent. 

4.2.5  Radio 2 keeps me up to date with arts and entertainment 

Radio 2 keeping listeners up to date with arts and entertainment does not 

perform as well as a number of the other Creativity priorities, with a performance 

score of 57%. However, it seems that this is in line with lower importance to 

listeners as there is still a positive performance gap of +5.  

Of the UK nations listeners in Scotland (73%) are happiest with Radio 2’s service 

in this area. Importance is also higher for these listeners with the performance 

gap remaining consistent at +5. 

Performance scores decrease with age. Those in the 15 to 34 age group are most 

positive about performance (63% agreement vs 43% for those aged 65+). While 

performance gaps remain positive across most age groups listeners aged 65+ are 

the exception with a negative performance gap of -8. 

Six-in-ten (62%) Radio 2 listeners also listening to a commercial station agree 

Radio 2 meets this purpose. Only 42% of listeners to the closest commercial 

station, who also listen to Radio 2, feel that station is good at keeping them up to 

date with arts and entertainment.  
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4.2.6 Listening to programmes on Radio 2 makes me want to find out 
more about artists 

Encouraging listeners to want to find out more about artists is one of the lowest 

performing statements. However, more than half of Radio 2 listeners still agree 

Radio 2 fulfils this priority.  

Furthermore, importance is also low so the statement records a positive 

performance gap of +8. There are some variations in performance scores across 

audiences. 

Radio 2 listeners in Scotland (67%) are the most positive along with those under 

35 years old (65%). UK listeners who are 65 years and over are least positive 

about this priority with only 35% agreeing Radio 2 fulfils this priority. Importance 

is much lower too resulting in a performance gap of only -1. 

Of those who listen to commercial stations, 58% feel Radio 2 is good at meeting 

this need. The second favourite station scores 42% among its listeners who also 

listen to Radio 2. 

4.3 Representing the UK, its nations, regions and communities 

Chart 4: Performance and importance scores within the Nations, Regions and 
Communities purpose 
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The Nations, regions and communities purpose has the lowest performance 

scores for Radio 2. While these areas are not performing as well as those in the 

Creativity purpose, they do not show any negative performance gaps.  

In the BBC Trust’s Purpose Remit Study the equivalent statements also achieve 

lower performance scores than other statements. These often show large 

negative performance gaps, particularly for representing cultures and 

communities of the UK. 

4.3.1 Radio 2 provides me with the opportunity to share the same 
experiences with other people (like major events, live events and 
popular programmes) 

Providing listeners with the opportunity to share experiences is the top 

performing Nations, regions and communities priority with 57% agreement. The 

statement receives a +9 performance gap indicating that, while performance is 

not especially high, listeners are receiving the content they expect from the 

station in this area. 

Younger audiences (under 35 years old) are most positive about Radio 2 

performance (66%). Performance scores decrease with age (aged 65+ 45%). 

These variations are also common across personal importance resulting in 

positive performance gaps across all age groups. Younger audiences do, however, 

have a larger positive performance gap than listeners aged over 65 (+13 and +7 

respectively). 

Radio 2 listeners who also listen to a commercial station are twice as likely to feel 

that Radio 2 is good at meeting this priority (62%) than listeners to rival stations. 

The closest commercial station scores 31% among its listeners who also listen to 

Radio 2.  

4.3.2 Radio 2 is good at portraying different cultures, communities and 
places around the UK 

Unlike in the BBC Trust Purpose Remit Study, Radio 2 listeners feel that their 

communities are well represented by the service (performance 51%, performance 

gap +5).  

Listeners in Wales and Scotland give the highest performance scores (59% and 

65% respectively). However, listeners in Northern Ireland are the least likely to 

feel well represented with fewer than half of listeners agreeing (42%). While 

there are some large variations in performance scores, all UK nations do have 
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positive performance gaps. Listeners in Wales feel happiest with the service 

compared to their needs (performance gap +17). 

Comments from Radio 2 listeners suggest that this priority is not a key element 

to the content they expect from Radio 2. 

 “I think that it doesn't fit overall with Radio 2 for me. This should be a 

station that is good at comedy, entertaining and discussion about 

entertainment. You should leave the other culture etc to the regional 

stations - too much crossover.” Male, AB, aged 43, Northern Ireland 

 

4.3.3 Radio 2 reflects a range of religious and other beliefs 

Reflecting religious beliefs achieves one of the lowest performance scores (39%), 

but does not appear to be integral to listeners’ enjoyment of Radio 2 as it 

maintains a positive performance gap of +7. 

While performance scores are low across all UK nations (England 38%, Wales 

43% and Scotland 46%), listeners in Northern Ireland are, again, least likely to 

be satisfied with performance (32%). With the exception of Northern Ireland, all 

UK nations maintain a positive performance score for this priority of at least +6. 

Northern Ireland records a negative performance gap of -5 indicating 

improvements could be made. As the personal importance score for Northern 

Ireland is still relatively low (37%) it does not indicate that this is an urgent 

priority.  

Comments from listeners in Northern Ireland are similar to those seen on the BBC 

Trust’s Purpose Remit Study and suggest more attention needs to be paid to 

Christian cultures. 

 “As the UK is a "Christian" culture I think Christian based programmes 

should be given more air time.” Male, DE, aged 50, Northern Ireland 
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4.4 Promoting education and learning 

Chart 5:  Performance and importance scores within the Education 

purpose 
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The BBC Trust’s Purpose Remit Study indicates that the BBC as a whole tends to 

perform well for creating services that provide educational and entertaining 

content. Radio 2 is no exception.  

4.4.1 I have learned new things about music and artists while enjoying 
content on Radio 2 

Learning new things about music while listening to Radio 2 achieves a high 

performance score of 70% and also the largest positive performance gap of all 

the priorities (+12).  

Performance scores are consistently high across age groups and UK nations, with 

a peak performance score of 77% from listeners in Northern Ireland. While the 

importance score varies across these groups, performance scores consistently 

exceed importance. 

Of Radio 2 listeners who also listen to commercial stations, 63% feel Radio 2 is 

good at helping them learn about music and artists. Listeners to the two closest 
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commercial stations, who also listen to Radio 2, agree that these stations fulfil 

this priority to a lesser extent (36% and 34%). 

4.4.2 I have learned new things while enjoying shows on Radio 2 

Learning new things in general while listening to Radio 2 also scores highly (73% 

agreement). Importance for this priority is greater than for providing 

opportunities to learn about music (65% and 58% respectively). 

 

Again performance is consistently high across all audience groups with all groups 

recording positive performance gaps. The most positive performance score comes 

from listeners in Wales (80%). However, while listeners in Northern Ireland 

report the lowest of the UK nations’ performance scores (72%) they have the 

largest positive performance gap (+15). 

 

Radio 2 performance is seen to be considerably better than commercial stations. 

74% of listeners who also listen to commercial stations feel that Radio 2 is good 

at delivering this priority. Radio 2’s nearest commercial station only scores 20% 

among its listeners, who also listen to Radio 2. 

4.5 Bringing the UK to the world and the world to the UK 

Chart 6:  Performance and importance scores within the Global purpose 
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As with the Education purpose, the BBC usually excels in its delivery of the Global 

purpose. While Radio 2 also continues to meet listeners’ needs within this 

purpose, there are variations in levels of both performance and importance of 

delivery. As with the BBC overall, understanding news and events performs better 

than aiding understanding and awareness of other cultures. However, there is a 

greater disparity between these statements for Radio 2. 

4.5.1 Radio 2 helps me understand what’s going on in the wider world, 
such as international news and events 

Aiding understanding of news and events in the wider world performs well with 

72% agreement that Radio 2 meets this priority.  

Agreement across audiences is largely flat for this priority with all audiences 

providing high performance scores. Listeners in Northern Ireland are the 

exception with a performance score of 58% but this lower performance score 

does not result in a negative performance gap (+1). 

Again Radio 2, among its listeners, is out performing its commercial stations. Of 

those listeners who also listen to commercial stations 79% agree that Radio 2 is 

good at meeting this priority. The closest commercial station is quite a distance 

behind with only 30% of its listeners, who also listen to Radio 2, feeling that it is 

good at helping listeners understand what is going on in the wider world. 

4.5.2 Radio 2 helps me understand and appreciate music from around the 
world 

Helping listeners understand and appreciate music from around the world has 

lower performance scores than the other priority within the Global purpose. Radio 

2’s performance score (52%) is relatively low but importance among listeners is 

also low (46%). 

While there is little variation among audience groups, listeners in Scotland are 

most positive about performance (68%). UK nations other than England also all 

report large positive performance gaps (Scotland +12, Northern Ireland +14 and 

Wales +12). 
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4.6 Sustaining citizenship and civil society 

Chart 7:  Performance and importance scores within the Citizenship 

purpose 
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Both the BBC as a whole and Radio 2 perform well for delivering news.  

4.6.1 Radio 2 gives me a better understanding of news and topical issues 

Seven-in-ten UK Radio 2 listeners feel that Radio 2 gives them a better 

understanding of news and topical issues. This makes this priority one of the top 

performing statements. The current service is also meeting expectations with a 

positive performance gap of +4. 

From comments made by listeners, Radio 2’s concise style for news is in-keeping 

with expectations from the service. 

“I get most news from Radio 4, and would always go there to get better 

understanding. Radio 2 is OK to alert me in general terms.” Male, C1, aged 

57, England 
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“The news broadcasts are always informative and useful but I don't rely 

on Radio 2 for information on news and events. I am aware that Jeremy 

Vine covers topical news subjects but I can't listen to that as I am 

usually at work. I would use other BBC services for news coverage. I 

enjoy intelligent conversation and music on Radio 2 but don't want news 

getting in the way of the music. There are other places for that.” Female, 

AB, aged 52, England 

There are some variations across UK nations, though no large performance gaps 

are created. Listeners in Scotland provide the most positive performance score 

(80%) but we do see a performance gap of -2. In Northern Ireland on the other 

hand there is a performance gap of 0 but a significantly lower performance score 

of 55%. 

4.6.2 Radio 2’s coverage of news and topical issues has got me talking 
about them 

While performance scores are slightly lower for Radio 2 than the BBC as a whole 

(65% vs 72% in the Purpose Remit Study), both Radio 2 and the BBC as a whole 

are seen to be meeting expectations with positive performance gaps of +8 and 

+4 respectively. 

Female listeners are more likely to be positive about performance than males 

(70% and 61% respectively), while importance is also higher for females (65% 

and 51% respectively). Both audiences feel Radio 2 is serving their needs 

appropriately. 

As with other news related items, listeners in Northern Ireland are the least 

positive about performance (50%) but still report a positive performance gap of 

+9. Listeners in Scotland are the most positive of the UK nations with a 

performance score of 75%. Again, while importance is also higher they still report 

a positive performance score (+7). 

4.6.3 I trust Radio 2 to provide me with impartial news  

Radio 2 provides listeners with impartial news is the second highest performing 

statement of all the priorities with a performance score of 79%. 

Once again there are variations across the UK nations with listeners in Wales 

being the most positive (87%). Listeners in Scotland are still positive about 

performance (78%) but do report a performance gap of -3. Listeners in Northern 

Ireland also report a negative performance gap of -2 and present a lower 

performance score (67%). Lower performance scores and larger performance 

gaps are a common theme with Scotland and Northern Ireland when looking at 

the BBC’s overall reporting of news on the 2009 Purpose Remit Study. 
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As with previous news items female listeners have reported higher performance 

scores (82% vs 72%) but again females also place greater importance on these 

priorities so performance gaps do not differ significantly (+2 and +4 

respectively). 

4.7 Encouraging use of new communications technologies 

Chart 8:  Performance and importance scores within the Digital purpose 
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4.7.1 Radio 2 has helped me make the most of new technologies such as 
DAB radio, the internet, i-Player, email and interactive TV (red 
button) 

Radio 2’s performance score for aiding technology use is the lowest of all the 

priorities (38%) but these results are consistent with the BBC Trust’s Purpose 

Remit Study covering the BBC as a whole. 

Both importance and performance are relatively low across all audience groups. 

Performance and importance scores are, however, slightly higher for those in 

younger age groups (aged under 35 performance 49%, importance 38%. Aged 

65+ performance 21%, importance 18%). 
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Only 9% of Radio 2 listeners who use interactive TV services (51% of those with 

digital TV services) have ever accessed Radio 2’s interactive content, suggesting 

either awareness and/or uptake is low. This low uptake may contribute towards 

the low importance and performance scores. 

While performance is low, Radio 2 is out-performing commercial stations with 

44% of listeners who also listen to a commercial station feeling that Radio 2 is 

good at helping them with new technology. Only 34% of listeners to the nearest 

commercial station, who also listen to Radio 2, feel the commercial station is 

good at meeting this priority. 
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5 Conclusions 

Overall, there are no priorities with performance gaps so BBC Radio 2 is fulfilling 

audience needs in terms of delivering the BBC’s purposes that fall within its remit. 

Overall relationships with Radio 2 are positive with 64% of UK Radio 2 listeners 

approving highly of Radio 2 and 80% likely to miss Radio 2 if it wasn’t there. The 

station is perceived by listeners to be distinctive from other radio offerings with 

80% stating they could not easily replace at least one Radio 2 show with content 

from another station. 

Diversity appears to be Radio 2’s biggest draw and central to the station feeling 

distinctive. Listeners commented on the variety of music (30%), good DJs/ 

presenters (16%) and varied choice of programmes (10%). Providing a wide 

range of music was also Radio 2’s top performing priority.  

“I think Radio 2 plays a vital role in offering such a diverse range of 

music. Much of it is not to my taste, but then again some of it is, and 

most of the musical content you simply don't hear on other stations.” 

Female, C1, aged 38, England 

Radio 2 listeners who also listen to commercial stations are more likely to say 

that Radio 2 meets all priorities than commercial stations (amongst listeners of 

commercial stations and Radio 2).  

Radio 2 has relatively strong performance within the Global, Education and 

Creativity purposes with the station gaining high performance scores. The 

Purpose Remit Study into the BBC as a whole highlighted the need for 

improvements within the Creativity purpose. Radio 2, however, appears to be 

meeting and exceeding expectations within its output. 

Listeners in Northern Ireland are less satisfied with Radio 2’s performance than 

audiences in England, Scotland and Wales. They consistently rate performance 

below average and also have negative performance gaps for a number of Radio 

2’s priorities where the other nations do not. 

Despite high performance scores, performance gaps within the audience in 

Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland suggest that Radio 2 could seek to improve 

both its quality and quantity of comedy content.  
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Appendices 

Appendix A – Full listing of personal importance, performance and 
performance gap scores 

Priority  Performance Importance Performance 

Gap 

Creativity     

UK 86% 79% +7 

England 86% 78% +8 

Scotland 89% 88% +1 

Wales 89% 85% +4 

Radio 2 provides a 

wide range of music 

Northern 

Ireland 

84% 79% +5 

UK 71% 71% 0 

England 72% 71% +1 

Scotland 66% 73% -7 

Wales 71% 73% -2 

Radio 2 provides 

enjoyable and 

entertaining comedy 

Northern 

Ireland 

67% 71% -4 

UK 70% 60% +10 

England 70% 60% +10 

Scotland 74% 67% +7 

Wales 67% 55% +12 

Radio 2 introduces me 

to music that is new to 

me 

Northern 

Ireland 

62% 62% 0 

UK 68% 58% +10 

England 67% 57% +10 

Scotland 74% 67% +7 

Wales 69% 60% +9 

Radio 2 introduces me 

to new UK singers/ 

songwriters, bands, 

comedians and 

presenters 
Northern 

Ireland 

67% 54% +13 

UK 57% 52% +5 

England 55% 51% +4 

Scotland 73% 68% +5 

Wales 61% 50% +11 

Radio 2 keeps me up 

to date with arts and 

entertainment 

Northern 

Ireland 

62% 59% +3 
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UK 54% 46% +8 

England 52% 44% +8 

Scotland 67% 62% +5 

Wales 58% 47% +11 

Listening to 

programmes on Radio 

2 makes me want to 

find out more about 

artists 
Northern 

Ireland 

61% 48% +13 

UK 68% 61% +7 

England 67% 60% +7 

Scotland 74% 71% +3 

Wales 69% 62% +7 

CREATIVITY 

AVERAGE 

Northern 

Ireland 

67% 62% +5 

 Nations, 

Regions and 

Communities 

   

UK 57% 48% +9 

England 56% 46% +10 

Scotland 73% 62% +11 

Wales 59% 53% +6 

Radio 2 provides me 

with the opportunity to 

share the same 

experiences with other 

people (like major 

events, live events and 

popular programmes) 

Northern 

Ireland 

57% 47% +10 

UK 51% 46% +5 

England 50% 45% +5 

Scotland 65% 59% +6 

Wales 59% 42% +17 

Radio 2 is good at 

portraying different 

cultures, communities 

and places around the 

UK 
Northern 

Ireland 

42% 42% 0 

UK 39% 32% +7 

England 38% 32% +6 

Scotland 46% 39% +7 

Wales 43% 28% +15 

Radio 2 reflects a 

range of religious and 

other beliefs 

Northern 

Ireland 

32% 37% -5 

UK 49% 42% +5 

England 48% 41% +7 

Scotland 61% 53% +8 

Wales 54% 41% +13 

NATIONS, REGIONS 

AND COMMUNITIES 

AVERAGE 

Northern 

Ireland 

44% 42% +2 
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UK 70% 58% +12 

Education 

England 70% 57% +13 

Scotland 75% 69% +6 

Wales 74% 57% +17 

I have learned new 

things about music 

and artists while 

enjoying content on 

Radio 2 
Northern 

Ireland 

77% 55% +22 

UK 73% 65% +8 

England 73% 64% +9 

Scotland 75% 72% +3 

Wales 80% 68% +12 

I have learned new 

things while enjoying 

shows on Radio 2 

Northern 

Ireland 

72% 57% +15 

UK 72% 62% +10 

England 72% 61% +11 

Scotland 75% 71% +4 

Wales 77% 63% +14 

EDUCATION 

AVERAGE 

Northern 

Ireland 

75% 56% +19 

 Global    

UK 72% 67% +5 

England 72% 66% +6 

Scotland 78% 75% +3 

Wales 79% 72% +7 

Radio 2 helps me 

understand what’s 

going on in the wider 

world, such as 

international news and 

events 
Northern 

Ireland 

58% 57% +1 

UK 52% 46% +6 

England 50% 46% +4 

Scotland 68% 56% +12 

Wales 52% 40% +12 

Radio 2 helps me 

understand and 

appreciate music from 

around the world 

Northern 

Ireland 

58% 44% +14 

UK 62% 57% +5 

England 61% 56% +5 

Scotland 73% 66% +7 

Wales 66% 56% +10 

GLOBAL AVERAGE 

Northern 

Ireland 

58% 51% +7 
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    Citizenship 

UK 71% 67% +4 

England 70% 66% +4 

Scotland 80% 82% -2 

Wales 76% 69% +7 

Radio 2 gives me a 

better understanding 

of news and topical 

issues 

Northern 

Ireland 

55% 55% 0 

UK 65% 57% +8 

England 64% 56% +8 

Scotland 75% 68% +7 

Wales 72% 66% +6 

Radio 2’s coverage of 

news and topical 

issues has got me 

talking about them 

Northern 

Ireland 

50% 41% +9 

UK 79% 77% +2 

England 78% 76% +2 

Scotland 78% 81% -3 

Wales 87% 85% +2 

I trust Radio 2 to 

provide me with 

impartial news  

Northern 

Ireland 

67% 69% -2 

UK 72% 67% +5 

England 71% 66% +5 

Scotland 77% 77% 0 

Wales 78% 73% +5 

CITIZENSHIP 

AVERAGE 

Northern 

Ireland 

57% 55% +2 

 Digital    

UK 38% 31% +7 

England 38% 30% +8 

Scotland 41% 37% +4 

Wales 33% 31% +2 

Radio 2 has helped me 

make the most of new 

technologies such as 

DAB radio, the 

internet, i-Player, 

email and interactive 

TV (red button) 

Northern 

Ireland 

40% 34% +6 

UK 38% 31% +7 

England 38% 30% +8 

Scotland 41% 37% +4 

Wales 33% 31% +2 

DIGITAL AVERAGE 

Northern 

Ireland 

40% 34% +6 
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UK 63% 56% +7 

England 62% 56% +6 

Scotland 70% 66% +4 

Wales 66% 58% +8 

AVERAGE 

Northern 

Ireland 
59% 54% +5 

 

Average score calculation: The average score is calculated by adding the score for 

each priority and dividing by the number of priorities included. The average score 

is then rounded to 0 decimal places. 
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Appendix B – Performance scores and performance gaps within 
demographic groups 

Northern Ireland 
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I trust Radio 2 to provide me with impartial news 

I have learned new things while enjoying programmes on 

Radio 2 
Radio 2 helps me understand what’s going on in the wider 

world, such as international news and events 

Radio 2 gives me a better understanding of news and topical 

issues 
Radio 2 provides enjoyable and entertaining comedy 

Radio 2’s coverage of news and topical issues has got me 

talking about them 

Radio 2 keeps me up to date with arts and entertainment

Radio 2 provides me with the opportunity to share the same 

experiences with other people 

Radio 2 is good at portraying different cultures, communities 

and places around the UK 

Radio 2 reflects a range of religious and other beliefs

Radio 2 has helped me make the most of new 

technologies 

Base: All Radio 2 listeners in Northern Ireland aged 15+ (174) 
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Scotland 

Radio 2 provides a wide range of music  

Radio 2 provides enjoyable and entertaining comedy 

Radio 2 introduces me to music that is new to me 

I have learned new things about music and artists while 

enjoying content on Radio 2 

Radio 2 introduces me to new UK singers/songwriters, bands, 

comedians and presenters  

Radio 2’s coverage of news and topical issues has got me talking 

about them 

I have learned new things while enjoying programmes on 

Radio 2 

Radio 2 keeps me up to date with arts and entertainment

Radio 2 provides me with the opportunity to share the same 

experiences with other people 

Listening to programmes on Radio 2 makes me want to find 

out more about artists 

Radio 2 helps me understand and appreciate music from around 

the world  
Radio 2 is good at portraying different cultures, communities and 

places around the UK 

+4

+7

+6

+12

+5

+11

+5

+7

+7
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-7
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I trust Radio 2 to provide me with impartial news 

Radio 2 helps me understand what’s going on in the wider 

world, such as international news and events 

Radio 2 gives me a better understanding of news and topical 

issues 

Radio 2 reflects a range of religious and other beliefs

Radio 2 has helped me make the most of new technologies

Base: All Radio 2 listeners in Scotland aged 15+ (179) 
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England 
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Radio 2 provides a wide range of music  

I trust Radio 2 to provide me with impartial news 

I have learned new things while enjoying programmes on Radio 

2 

Radio 2 helps me understand what’s going on in the wider world, 

such as international news and events 

Radio 2 gives me a better understanding of news and topical 

issues 

Radio 2 provides enjoyable and entertaining comedy 

Radio 2 introduces me to music that is new to me 

I have learned new things about music and artists while enjoying 

content on Radio 2 
Radio 2 introduces me to new UK singers/songwriters, bands, 

comedians and presenters  

Radio 2’s coverage of news and topical issues has got me talking 

about them 

Radio 2 keeps me up to date with arts and entertainment

Radio 2 provides me with the opportunity to share the same 

experiences with other people 

Listening to programmes on Radio 2 makes me want to find out 

more about artists 

Radio 2 helps me understand and appreciate music from around 

the world  

Radio 2 is good at portraying different cultures, communities and 

places around the UK 

Radio 2 reflects a range of religious and other beliefs

Radio 2 has helped me make the most of new technologies

Base: All Radio 2 listeners in England aged 15+ (772)
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Wales 

Radio 2 provides a wide range of music  
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I have learned new things about music and artists while 

enjoying content on Radio 2 
Radio 2 introduces me to new UK singers/songwriters, bands, 

comedians and presenters  

Radio 2 introduces me to music that is new to me 

Radio 2 helps me understand and appreciate music from 

around the world  

I trust Radio 2 to provide me with impartial news 

I have learned new things while enjoying programmes on 

Radio 2 

Radio 2 gives me a better understanding of news and 

topical issues 

Radio 2 keeps me up to date with arts and entertainment

Radio 2 helps me understand what’s going on in the wider 

world, such as international news and events 

Radio 2’s coverage of news and topical issues has got me 

talking about them 

Radio 2 provides enjoyable and entertaining comedy  -2

Radio 2 provides me with the opportunity to share the same 

experiences with other people 

Radio 2 is good at portraying different cultures, communities 

and places around the UK 
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Listening to programmes on Radio 2 makes me want to find 

out more about artists 

Radio 2 reflects a range of religious and other beliefs

Radio 2 has helped me make the most of new technologies

Base: All Radio 2 listeners in Wales aged 15+ (176)
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Radio 2 provides a wide range of music  
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I have learned new things about music and artists while enjoying 

content on Radio 2 

Radio 2 introduces me to new UK singers/songwriters, bands, 

comedians and presenters  

Radio 2 introduces me to music that is new to me 

Listening to programmes on Radio 2 makes me want to find out 

more about artists 

Radio 2 helps me understand and appreciate music from around 

the world  

I trust Radio 2 to provide me with impartial news 

I have learned new things while enjoying programmes on Radio 2

Radio 2 gives me a better understanding of news and topical 

issues 

Radio 2 keeps me up to date with arts and entertainment

Radio 2 helps me understand what’s going on in the wider world, 

such as international news and events 
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Radio 2 provides enjoyable and entertaining comedy 

Radio 2’s coverage of news and topical issues has got me 

talking about them 

Radio 2 provides me with the opportunity to share the same 

experiences with other people 

Radio 2 is good at portraying different cultures, communities and 

places around the UK 

Radio 2 reflects a range of religious and other beliefs

Radio 2 has helped me make the most of new technologies

Base: All Radio 2 listeners aged 15+ who are male (655) 
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Female 

Radio 2 provides a wide range of music  
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I have learned new things about music and artists while 

enjoying content on Radio 2 
Radio 2 introduces me to new UK singers/songwriters, bands, 

comedians and presenters  

Radio 2 introduces me to music that is new to me 

Listening to programmes on Radio 2 makes me want to find out 

more about artists 
Radio 2 helps me understand and appreciate music from 

around the world  

I trust Radio 2 to provide me with impartial news 

I have learned new things while enjoying programmes on 

Radio 2 

Radio 2 gives me a better understanding of news and topical 

issues 

Radio 2 keeps me up to date with arts and entertainment

Radio 2 helps me understand what’s going on in the wider 

world, such as international news and events 

Radio 2’s coverage of news and topical issues has got me talking 

about them 
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Radio 2 provides enjoyable and entertaining comedy 

Radio 2 provides me with the opportunity to share the same 

experiences with other people 

Radio 2 is good at portraying different cultures, communities 

and places around the UK 

Radio 2 reflects a range of religious and other beliefs

Radio 2 has helped me make the most of new technologies

Base: All Radio 2 listeners aged 15+ who are female (649) 
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ABC1 

 

Radio 2 provides a wide range of music  

I have learned new things about music and artists while 

enjoying content on Radio 2 
Radio 2 introduces me to new UK singers/songwriters, bands, 

comedians and presenters  

Radio 2 introduces me to music that is new to me 

Listening to programmes on Radio 2 makes me want to 

find out more about artists 

Radio 2 helps me understand and appreciate music from 

around the world  

I trust Radio 2 to provide me with impartial news 

I have learned new things while enjoying programmes on 

Radio 2 

Radio 2 gives me a better understanding of news and topical 

issues 

Radio 2 keeps me up to date with arts and entertainment

Radio 2 helps me understand what’s going on in the wider 

world, such as international news and events

Radio 2’s coverage of news and topical issues has got me 

talking about them 

Radio 2 provides enjoyable and entertaining comedy 

Radio 2 provides me with the opportunity to share the same 

experiences with other people 

Radio 2 is good at portraying different cultures, communities 

and places around the UK 
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Base: All Radio 2 listeners ABC1 aged 15+  (702) 
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C2DE 

Radio 2 provides a wide range of music  
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I have learned new things about music and artists while enjoying 

content on Radio 2 

Radio 2 introduces me to new UK singers/songwriters, bands, 

comedians and presenters  

Radio 2 introduces me to music that is new to me 

Listening to programmes on Radio 2 makes me want to find out 

more about artists 

Radio 2 helps me understand and appreciate music from around 

the world  

I trust Radio 2 to provide me with impartial news 

I have learned new things while enjoying programmes on Radio 2

Radio 2 gives me a better understanding of news and topical 

issues 

Radio 2 keeps me up to date with arts and entertainment

Radio 2 helps me understand what’s going on in the wider world, 

such as international news and events 

Radio 2’s coverage of news and topical issues has got me talking 

about them 

Radio 2 provides enjoyable and entertaining comedy  -2
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Radio 2 provides me with the opportunity to share the same 

experiences with other people 

Radio 2 is good at portraying different cultures, communities and 

places around the UK 

Radio 2 reflects a range of religious and other beliefs

Radio 2 has helped me make the most of new technologies

Base: All Radio 2 listeners C2DE aged 15+  (591)
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15-34 

Radio 2 provides a wide range of music  
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I have learned new things about music and artists while enjoying 

content on Radio 2 

Radio 2 introduces me to new UK singers/songwriters, bands, 

comedians and presenters  

Radio 2 introduces me to music that is new to me 

Listening to programmes on Radio 2 makes me want to find out 

more about artists 
Radio 2 helps me understand and appreciate music from around the 

world  

I trust Radio 2 to provide me with impartial news 

I have learned new things while enjoying programmes on Radio 2

Radio 2 gives me a better understanding of news and topical 

issues 

Radio 2 keeps me up to date with arts and entertainment

Radio 2 helps me understand what’s going on in the wider world, 

such as international news and events 

Radio 2’s coverage of news and topical issues has got me talking 

about them 

Radio 2 provides enjoyable and entertaining comedy  -4
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Radio 2 provides me with the opportunity to share the same 

experiences with other people 

Radio 2 is good at portraying different cultures, communities and 

places around the UK 

Radio 2 reflects a range of religious and other beliefs

Radio 2 has helped me make the most of new technologies

Base: All Radio 2 listeners aged 15‐34  (304)
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35-54 

 

Radio 2 provides a wide range of music  

I have learned new things about music and artists while 

enjoying content on Radio 2 

Radio 2 introduces me to new UK singers/songwriters, bands, 

comedians and presenters  

Radio 2 introduces me to music that is new to me 

Listening to programmes on Radio 2 makes me want to find 

out more about artists 

Radio 2 helps me understand and appreciate music from 

around the world  

I trust Radio 2 to provide me with impartial news 

I have learned new things while enjoying programmes on 

Radio 2 

Radio 2 gives me a better understanding of news and 

topical issues 

Radio 2 keeps me up to date with arts and entertainment

Radio 2 helps me understand what’s going on in the wider 

world, such as international news and events 

Radio 2’s coverage of news and topical issues has got me 

talking about them 

Radio 2 provides enjoyable and entertaining comedy 

Radio 2 provides me with the opportunity to share the same 

experiences with other people 

Radio 2 is good at portraying different cultures, communities 

and places around the UK 
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Base: All Radio 2 listeners aged 35‐54  (554) 
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55+ 

Radio 2 provides a wide range of music  

I have learned new things about music and artists while 

enjoying content on Radio 2 
Radio 2 introduces me to new UK singers/songwriters, bands, 

comedians and presenters  

Radio 2 introduces me to music that is new to me 

Listening to programmes on Radio 2 makes me want to find out 

more about artists 
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Radio 2 helps me understand and appreciate music from 

around the world  

I trust Radio 2 to provide me with impartial news 

Radio 2 is good at portraying different cultures, communities 

and places around the UK 

I have learned new things while enjoying programmes on 

Radio 2 

Radio 2 gives me a better understanding of news and topical 

issues Radio 2 provides enjoyable and entertaining comedy 

Radio 2 keeps me up to date with arts and entertainment

Radio 2 helps me understand what’s going on in the wider 

world, such as international news and events 

Radio 2’s coverage of news and topical issues has got me 

talking about them 

Radio 2 provides me with the opportunity to share the same 

experiences with other people 

Base: All Radio 2 listeners aged 55+  (445)
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65+ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Radio 2 provides a wide range of music  

I have learned new things about music and artists while enjoying 

content on Radio 2 
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Radio 2 introduces me to new UK singers/songwriters, 

bands, comedians and presenters  

Radio 2 introduces me to music that is new to me 

Listening to programmes on Radio 2 makes me want to find out 

more about artists 
Radio 2 helps me understand and appreciate music from 

around the world  

I trust Radio 2 to provide me with impartial news 

I have learned new things while enjoying programmes on 

Radio 2 

Radio 2 gives me a better understanding of news and topical 

issues 

Radio 2 keeps me up to date with arts and entertainment

Radio 2 helps me understand what’s going on in the wider 

world, such as international news and events 

Radio 2’s coverage of news and topical issues has got me 

talking about them 

Radio 2 provides enjoyable and entertaining comedy 
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Radio 2 provides me with the opportunity to share the same 
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Radio 2 is good at portraying different cultures, communities 

and places around the UK 

Radio 2 reflects a range of religious and other beliefs

Radio 2 has helped me make the most of new technologies

Base: All Radio 2 listeners aged 65+  (187)
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Appendix C – Full listing of results for Radio 2 relationship questions 

As mentioned in the report, there were a number of questions which explored 

listeners’ relationship with Radio 2. The results for all of these questions are 

detailed here. 

Overall approval 

Question: Thinking about Radio 2 generally, what is your overall impression on a 

scale of 1 to 10, where 1 means extremely unfavourable and 10 means extremely 

favourable? 

Overall approval   

High (8-10) 64% 

Medium (5-7) 30% 

Low (1-4) 6% 

Mean Score 7.77 

Don’t Know 0% 

Base: All UK Radio 2 listeners aged 15+ (1,304) 

Whether would miss Radio 2 

Question: I would miss Radio 2 if it wasn't there. 

I would miss Radio 2 if it wasn't 

there 

 

Definitely agree 52% 

Tend to agree 28% 

Neither agree nor disagree 9% 

Tend to disagree 8% 

Definitely disagree 4% 

NET AGREE 80% 

NET DISAGREE 12% 

Don’t Know 0% 

Base: All UK Radio 2 listeners aged 15+ (1,304) 
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